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Stay safe from falling objects
Increase safety while operating your Konecranes empty container handlers by 
mounting the Over Head Guard - Safety cage to protect the operator from a 
falling object.
The safety cage structure it is mounted all around the cabin. Lift trucks operate 
in busy environments and things can happen, accidents can occur. If heavy 
metal goods or containers fall from a high position, the effect of hitting an 
unprotected lift truck cabin can be disastrous.

A Safety Cage is a life saver in demanding environments.
Konecranes Lift Truck Over Head Guard - Safety cage 
can be fitted on generation B & C Konecranes empty 
container handlers.

How to order

Send the lift truck's serial number(s) to your Konecranes 
Lift Trucks distributor to get the complete offer of the 
package with a 5% extra discount* for orders placed 
within March 2023.

*discount applied only on day orders and not cumulated with other ongoing 
offers/discounts

Safety cage
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Ensure safer container check-ups
Make sure your operators and service technicians get a secure working 
environment during maintenance operations.
By mechanically preventing the spreader (and container) to fall down, the 
container maintenance activities can be performed directly while the container is 
on the machine.

The system (red supports) is mounted on both sides of the 
mast. While activated, the system is locked mechanically in 
horizontal position, preventing the spreader to move further 
down. The service technician can also block the machine from 
moving by pushing a button placed on left fender; with the gear 
in neutral, there is no possibility to use the hydraulic functions 
(no lifting / lowering) during the check-up.

How to order
Contact your closest Konecranes Lift Trucks distributor and 
place your order within March 2023 to benefit of an extra 5% 
discount* on the campaign parts. 
Send the lift truck's serial number(s) to your Konecranes Lift 
Trucks distributor to get the complete offer of the package. 
*discount applied only on day orders and not cumulated with other ongoing offers/
discounts

Container checking safety 
system
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Get rid of blind spots
Ever wished you had eyes in the back when 
reversing? Our reverse camera kit can be positioned 
anywhere to prevent blind spots, helping the driver 
move large tonnages in a safe and efficient way. 
The camera combines a wide field of view with 
excellent image quality for reliable guidance. As it 
integrates with the existing cabin display, no extra 
monitor is needed. 

When visibility is low, the reverse warning 
system can help prevent accidents by making 
the driver aware of obstacles in the lift truck’s 
path. The ultrasonic obstacle detection system 
automatically senses objects, yard staff and 
other machines, and provides the driver with 
visual and acoustic alarm signals in the cabin. 
As the system relies on ultrasonic sensors,  it 
performs well even in bad weather and poor 
light conditions.

How to order
Send the lift truck's serial number(s) to your 
Konecranes Lift Trucks distributor to get the 
complete offer of the package with a 15% 
extra discount* for the reverse camera and a 
10% extra discount* for the reverse warning 
system.

Detect obstacles in 
time

• Optimal for harsh 
conditions, less 
stress and more 
comfort for the 
drivers

• Can be retrofitted 
to all Konecranes lift 
trucks, as well as 
other manufacturers'

INSTALL EXTRA EYES 
IN THE BACK

• Get 120° field view with 
excellent video quality

• Fully integrated in 
machine display

• Flexible mounting 
solution

• Easy to expand with 
multiple cameras
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Protect drivers from 
demanding envirnments
Lift trucks operate in all kinds of demanding environments, such 
as those found in the steel and aluminum industries. Industrial 
areas are busy areas full of potential risks where accidents can 
easily occur. If solid metal items fall onto the truck because they 
are bumped or dropped, when they hit an unprotected cabin, the 
result can be very serious.

Cabin protection can literally be a life saver, and is a small 
price to pay for better safety. This solution shields the 
operator from hard-to-see obstructions and falling objects, 
providing a safer working environment. Depending on 
individual requirements, the windshields can be mounted 
on the front or roof or both and on the condenser on the 
back as well.

How to order

Send the lift truck's serial number(s) to your Konecranes 
Lift Trucks distributor to get the complete offer of the 
package with a 10% extra discount* for orders placed 
within March 2023.
*discount applied only on day orders and not cumulated with other ongoing 
offers/discounts

Grid cabin protection
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Avoid collisions in noisy workplaces 
In busy and noisy situations, it’s not always easy to spot a moving lift truck 
in time. The Blue Point Awareness system enhances safety by creating an 
extraordinarily bright spot on the ground a few meters ahead of or behind 
the lift truck, warning coworkers and other persons nearby that a lift truck is 
approaching. The visual warning is a simple but effective safety upgrade in 
environments where visibility is low and many people wear ear protection.
Retrofit your lift trucks today to prevent collisions that may result in human 
injuries and unnecessary downtime.

The Blue Point Awareness system creates a bright blue 
spot on the ground, ahead of or behind the lift truck. 
The energy efficient, long life LED light is powered by 
the lift trucks engine, and available in different voltages. 
The automatic system fits all Konecranes lift trucks, and 
can be mounted in a rear and/or front position.

How to order
Contact your closest Konecranes Lift Trucks distributor 
and place your order within March 2023 to benefit of an 
extra 15% discount* on the campaign parts. 
Send the lift truck's serial number(s) to your Konecranes 
Lift Trucks distributor to get the complete offer of the 
package. 

*discount applied only on day orders and not cumulated with other ongoing 
offers/discounts

Blue Point retrofit kit
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Contact us

ORDER NOW

Contact your closest Konecranes Lift Trucks distributor and 
place your order within the end March 2023 to benefit 
of an extra discount* on the campaign parts. 
Send the lift truck's serial number(s) to your Konecranes 
Lift Trucks distributor to get the complete offer of the each 
package. 

*discount applied only on day orders and not cumulated with other ongoing offers/
discounts

https://www.kclifttrucks.com/contact

